BRITISH COMMUNITY COMMITTEE OF FRANCE
Quarterly Meeting
Wednesday 14th October 2020, 6.30 p.m.
‘Zoom’ Video Conference
MINUTES

The Chairman welcomed everyone to our first Quarterly meeting via ‘Zoom’
1.

Presence
See Annex 1 (pages 7 - 10)

2.

Apologies for absence
See Annex 1

3.

Minutes of the Quarterly Meeting held on Wednesday 29th January 2020
Approved

4.

Any matters arising – to be dealt with in other agenda items.

5.

Chairman’s Report – nothing in addition to the other agenda items

6.

Vice Chairman’s Report and Brexit Update

The Ministère de l’Intérieur has announced that the new site will open in the morning of
Monday 19 October on
http://invite.contacts-demarches.interieur.gouv.fr/BREXIT
Also, they recommend that people apply before the end of the transition period, i.e. before 31st
December 2020 althougb the actual application deadline is in June 2021. Clearly, the sooner the
better as the new Carte de Séjour has to be obtained by 30th June 2021 at the latest.
No application is required from:
§ those who also have French nationality
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§ those who applied to the No Deal site which was open between October 2019 and January
2020 UNLESS you have moved.
The Ministère de l’Intérieur has the dossiers of those who applied to the No Deal site, and will
process those applications automatically.
All other UK nationals living in France need to apply through the new site.
The Ministry says the site will be simple and easy to use, only 3 or 4 documents will be required.
Precise requirements will not be known until the site opens. But from the conference call with the
Ministry last Monday we expect the following:
Ø All applicants: UK passport and any French carte de séjour already held (even if expired)
Ø Those who have lived in France for more than 5 years: proof of residence from the beginning
of the period + a proof of residence in 2020
Ø Those who have lived in France for less than 5 years: proof of residence in 2020, plus proof
of status as:
§ salaried worker - work contract or pay slips or attestation d'employeur or job offer
§ independent worker (freelance) - proof of registration as such + sales declarations
§ non-active - proof of living off own resources or e.g. pension statement
§ jobseeker - would get 6 months' permit, renewable once only
Those who have a "paper" application pending at their préfecture should apply again on the
new website.
International organisations - holders of carte spéciale - in theory should not apply for a postBrexit residence permit, but how can they evidence that they are in scope of the Withdrawal
Agreement?
Dual nationals UK/FR - the Ministry does not want them to apply, saying they do not issue
residence permits to French nationals. But how can they evidence that they are in scope of the
Withdrawal Agreement?
The procedure for students – whether they apply from their University address or their home
address – needs to be clarified
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Philippa Tomlin from the British Embassy added that the application process on the website of
the Ministère de l’Intérieur will be open from the 19th Oct to 30th June. If travelling or setting
up health care, evidence that an application has been made would be helpful. However, British
citizens should be aware that a sudden initial rush to apply might overload the system. The
French government has developed the website in consultation with the Embassy and other
interested parties. A team from the Embassy has been able to preview the application portal.
Philippa reported that the website looks good and works simply, the applicant is led through by
questions, documents can be uploaded. An application on the website can be saved for twenty
days, whilst searching for documents etc. There is also an option to add comments if there are
particularities regarding an application. The Ministère d’Interieur will be launching the site
with a press conference.
It was noted that the requirements relating to post-Brexit residence requirementss for those who
have been resident in France for more than five years is minimal. For applicants resident for
less than five years, there is a different process.
The British Embassy is looking at holding the first of a series of virtual Outreach events soon.
Information is also available on the UK government’s ‘Living in France’ website
(https://www.gov.uk/guidance/living-in-france). In addition there is a weekly Q &A on
Facebook with the British Embassy.
Paul Fisher asked how the Embassy is informing all residents in France.
Philippa replied that the Living in France website (see above) has links to French websites and
is a good starting point. The Embassy will also be diffusing information by advertising, via the
BCC with letters to members, Outreach events and Facebook. There is a joint effort between
the UK and French authorities. Unless there are extreme circumstances, it is not usual for
Embassies to have a list of British residents.
Claire Godrey thanked Christopher Chantrey for making the introduction to the Ministère de
l'Intérieur possible, allowing the presentation of the strategy she had devised and the proposal
for a new system of online registration for a carte de séjour, including online registration, only
one visit to the préfecture (to give fingerprints and show any original documentation) and for
the cards to be sent by post. Christopher and Claire were invited to the online meeting with
the Ministère on Monday 11th October when they confirmed the way the system had been set
up and Claire said she was very gratified to hear that not only had all the proposals been
accepted, but that the Ministère had made the system even easier by simplifying the
paperwork and that it was a 'First' to have the cards sent out by post.
Carol Amouyel-Kent, who has French nationality, asked what effect has this on her category.
There is no concern for residency. There are, however, still questions to be resolved around
wider rights, for example family unification, social security or pension issues.
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The special status of UNESCO or OECD employees, may not be covered by the Withdrawal
Agreement. People who live in France and work at the UN in Geneva are in the same category.
Issues for family reunification in the UK, particularly minimum income criteria, are currently
being considered by a Bill before Parliament.
Marcus Moore asked about those who registered on the original French site for a No Deal
scenario. The French government has saved those applications. The timing is currently unclear,
but applicants will be contacted by Préfectures and were advised to be patient. However, if the
applicant has moved house they will have to reapply. If the application was made on paper, the
applicant will have to apply via the website but the Préfecture will link up the paperwork.
Richard Hallows raised the principle of international law when a person held more than one
nationality, the other country cannot intervene with Consular assistance. There was no clarity
on this in the Withdrawal Agreement.
Charles Miskin asked about the language. The website is available in French and English,
however, it makes more sense for exchanges to be in French whenever possible.
Philippa Tomlin reiterated that the French authorities were really trying to make the process for
British citizens straightforward. The approach of the French authorities was seen as generous.
7.

Treasurer’s report. Please see Annex 2 (page 11)
The 6000 Euros deficit is due to payments from the BCC Support Fund to the British
Charitable Fund, Cancer Support France and The Old School.

8.

Reports from the Executive Committee
The latest Directory will be distributed in mid-November. Louise thanked members for their
contributions to the Directory in a year when the process was more complicated. Louise and
Serena also thanked the proof-readers.
Muriel Langle, our Registrar, requested that Associations inform her of any changes as soon
as possible in order to keep the mailing list up to date.

9.

Reports from regions
Lille – please see Annex 3 (pages 12 - 13)
Lyon – please see Annex 4 (pages 14 - 15)
South-West – please see Annex 5 (pages 16 - 18)
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10.

News from member organisations
Charles Miskin reported that Bon Coeur, which raises money to help a large number of varied
associations in the Lot and Garonne, have a shop selling brocante, clothes, books and
jewellery, which had to close initially during the Covid crisis. This has now reopened with
restrictions in place although finding sufficient volunteers has been a challenge. Bon Coeur
raised around €2000 Euros selling facemasks. Their recent Grand Bazaar also raised around
€5600, slightly better than in 2019.
If any members want a starter pack of stock / ideas for this type of fundraising they are
welcome to contact Charles Miskin by email or via www.boncoeur47.fr

Christine Payne, from SOS Help, which has provided emotional support for English speaking
people since 1974, reported that the number of experienced listeners available to train new
volunteers is down and there were also concerns about ‘experienced’ listeners having contact
with younger trainees in the current Covid 19 situation. Fundraising has been abandoned
because of sanitary restrictions. However, Christine was proud to report, that the association
has managed to maintain their service. Call numbers increased only after the initial shock of
the pandemic. So they are expecting that calls involving Brexit-related difficulties may
possibly only be received post-Brexit.
Colin Cameron representing RAFA Ile de France and the Military Reserve reported that the
annual fundraising concert was a casualty of Covid 19 this year but Andrew Holford is hoping
to hold one in May next year. RAFA had, however, managed to hold their AGM in a spacious
restaurant in Meudon observing all the current covid restrictions.
Simon Wesley representing RBL Lyon Liberation Branch and the Association France –
Grande Bretagne, Lyon thanked Christopher Chantrey and Philippa Tomlin for all the details
about Brexit and the new carte de séjour which would be relayed to members. Simon also
reported that the associations had organised Zoom meetings. Some local commemorations
had been attended recently but many were on standby due to current sanitary restrictions.
Paul Fisher thanked the BCC for organising a Quarterly Zoom meeting which he felt was
much more inclusive for those outside Paris. He hoped this would become the norm.
11. Applications to join BCC - Dordogne Ladies Club International
Claire briefly presented the Dordogne Ladies Club International, which was formed in 1986
to enable women to meet up via regular social events, coffee, walks, books, lunch. No
objections or abstentions. Admitted as a new member.
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12.

Any other business.
There was a question about about cold call begging emails to private email addresses
published in the Directory. The use of generic addresses help avoid this issue but it was noted
that there is a balance to be found between being known and safeguarding privacy. The BCC
only posts and publishes what member associations request.
Meeting Closed 19h45

Next Quarterly Meeting Wednesday 20th January 2021.
Details to be confirmed.
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Annex 1
Presence and Apologies
Executive Committee Present
Howard Norman
Christopher Chantrey
Tony Banton
Louise Cossey
Penelope Girinsky
Claire Godfrey
Janet Hadley
Rodney Harper
Muriel Langle
Serena Stern
Bridget Terrell

Individual Elected Members Present
Carol Amouyel-Kent
Susan Cheyne
Robert Gillespie of Blackhall
Matthew Kay
Julie Knapp
Chris Fewkes (Auditor)

Individual Elected Members
Apologies
Margaret Marret
George Murray
Guy Walt
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Member Associations
Present
Association France – Grande –Bretagne Lyon

Simon Wesley

Bon Coeur

Charles Miskin

British Association Of the Côte d’Opale

Kristina Howells

British Charitable Fund

Richard Hallows

British Conservatives in Paris

Rodney Harper

British Embassy

Philippa Tomlin

British European Movement France

Geoffrey Ross

Chantilly Cricket Club

Edward Hoyle

Chateau de Thoiry Cricket Club

John Hardy, Helen Macé

CIMA France

Hilary Parker

E.N.VOL

Jane Maurin

Hôpital Franco-Brtiannique GCO IHFB Cognacq Jay

Charles Wilson

Institute of Directors, France

Anne Duncan

Institution of Engineering and Technology

Timothy Lorkin

Institution of Mechanical Engineers

Joseph Mulkis

International Singers, Lille Metropole

Tony Banton

Liberal Democrats, France

Paul Fisher

Past and Present Rotarians Fellowship Bergerac

Claire Godfrey

Phoenix

Madeleine Bath

Royal Air Forces Association, Ile de France Branch

Colin Cameron
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Royal British Legion, Lyon Liberation Branch

Simon Wesley

Royal British Legion, Paris Branch

Richard Neave

Royal School of Church Music, France

John Crothers

Royal Scottish Country Dance Society, Paris Branch

Marcus Moore

Scots Kirk, Paris

Alison Tardivel

St George’s Anglican Church, Paris

Christopher Chantrey

SOS Help in English

Christine Payne

S.P.R.I.N.T.

Frances Ryan

TocH Association

Valerie Chemama

Tower Bridge

Marcus Moore

Member Associations
Apologies
Alumni of the University of Edinburgh in France

Pamela Lintingre

Amicale Culturelle Européene

Tom Hegarty

Anglican Chaplaincy of Aquitaine

Amy Owensmith

Association France-Grande Bretagne, Lyon

Mike Smith

Association France-Grande Bretagne, Paris

André Dufetel

British Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Lille

Philip Jenkinson

English Cathedral Choir of Paris

Odile and Christopher Wells

English Speaking Union France

Luce Loussouarn

FIBA, Lyon

Madeline Peach

Grapevine Association, Aix les Bains

Joy Lorcery

Leggies

Pat Richardson
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PADFAS

Maureen Blegent

Royal Air ForcesAssociation, Lyon Jubilee Branch

Brain Rosen

Royal Naval association, France Nord Branch

Liz Yeowell

Société des Fontaines Wallace

Gretel Furner

SSAFA France

Liz Reynaud

University of LondonInstitute in Paris

Rebecca Pouget
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Annex 2
Treasurer’s Report as at 30th September 2020
All subscriptions are received, all advertising has been invoiced even if not collected and
the diary printer’s quote has been received. All three of these major components of the
income statement will be at similar levels to last year for the full year, taking into account the
income and expenditure expected in the last quarter.
In 2020, there have also been two other significant items of expenditure: the Support
Fund in relation to which €6,000 has been awarded to three applicants, and the costs of
developing a new website of €1,500.
Based on the information received to date, the deficit for 2020 is likely to be between
€6,000 and €6,500. This will leave approximately €15,000 in reserves at the end of the year.
This represents a change of just under €8,000 compared to the 2019 surplus. The main
explanations for this are:
-‐
-‐
-‐

No	
  donation	
  received	
  this	
  year	
  from	
  the	
  British	
  School,	
  amounting	
  to	
  €500	
  
An	
  increase	
  in	
  donations,	
  representing	
  amounts	
  paid	
  from	
  the	
  Support	
  Fund	
  
An	
  increase	
  in	
  website	
  costs	
  of	
  €1.385,	
  corresponding	
  mainly	
  to	
  the	
  new	
  website	
  development	
  costs	
  of	
  
€1,500.	
  

Total reserves are just under €17,600 on 30th September 2020, but will reduce to about
€15,100 at the end of the year if the spending expected in the rest of the year is confirmed.
The two largest amounts expected to be paid out in the last quarter are the printer’s bill and
the balance for development of the new website.
Antony Banton FCA
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Annex 3
British Community Committee
Regional Report for the Hauts de France. October 2020
The previous report was prepared in January, covering the last quarter of 2019. Since
then, we have all been affected by lock-down and, as the Zoom meeting on 14th October will
be the first meeting of BCC members since January, this is the first opportunity the members
associations in the Hauts de France have had to provide an update on their activities in 2020
so far.
International Singers
The choir has been severely hit by lock-down, and then by the various restrictions
meaning we are not able to meet in our usual rehearsal room as its capacity would only allow
about half of the choir to attend. Our concert in June was cancelled, and the only “vocal”
activity we have had since March was when 10 singers gathered in one of the members
houses for a “mini” rehearsal. Even then, it was clear that some members were uncomfortable
about the idea of singing together, some wearing masks while others do not consider it
possible to sing with a mask on.
So we still have not met as a full group, and we will be holding our delayed AGM on
17th October on Zoom. Our Christmas concert is cancelled, and we are doubtful as to whether
singing will be allowed in Church for our usual participation in the Remembrance Service and
Nine Lessons and Carols.
Christ Church Lille
CCL has continued to provide weekly worship services on video throughout this
difficult period, in parallel with services in the church. We have strict protocols in place for
attending church, and ask that everyone books in advance, so that we can ensure social
distancing and track all those present should the need arise.
Our financial situation is however precarious, in spite of generous giving by members;
no income from the Braderie and other events have been cancelled too, not the least our 150th
anniversary celebrations.
But we are remaining positive and working on how to do church differently in the
future.
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Annex 3 (cont)
British Chamber of Commerce & Industry
We held Zoom meetings during the lockdown and monthly lunches resumed in July and
September and we hope they will continue although November will rely on the current
restrictions, in place since 10th October, being relaxed.
Subject to these restrictions, the next lunches are planned for 6 November and 4
December.
The schedule for next 6 months is to be finalised during November. Various visits are
planned for 2021 but may have to be put on hold.
Anglican Chaplaincy in the Pas de Calais
Like other chaplaincies, we were unable to hold live services for nearly six months
during the national lockdown. Initially our chaplain provided weekly services in text form by
email with links to hymns. Later, when she was unable to continue, we started a series of
services held on Zoom. After an uncertain start and when technical glitches had been
overcome, these became rather popular. There has now been a cautious return to church
services, respecting strict sanitary guidelines laid down by the Bishop.
Our chaplain resigned in June half-way through her contract and remained on sick-leave
before leaving at the end of August. We have reverted to lay services pending a decision by
the other partners in the project (the Dioceses of Canterbury and Europe, and the United
Society Partners in the Gospel), as to whether a replacement will be appointed, and whether
this will combine the two functions of chaplain and refugee project officer for Calais. Either
way, we are likely to remain without a resident priest until well into next year.
British Association of the Côte d’Opale
We organise a monthly English book club at the local library in Calais on a Saturday
morning. We had organized a walk upon the cliffs on the Cote d’Opale and had our yearly
barbecue, which was well attended.
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Annex 4
British Community Committee – Region Auvergne Rhône-Alpes
Report to the Quarterly Meeting, 14th October 2020
Association France – Grande-Bretagne, Lyon & Rhône
Since the last report, our association has had two zoom committee meetings and we keep
in touch with our members through the monthly newsletter.
Some of the regular activities have continued with small groups in spite of the
lockdown, such as the English and French conversation groups, the Book Circle, Scrabble, the
Lugdumen Visits and Outings group and the Ciné Club. However, rather than taking any
risks, we have preferred not to organise any talks or lunches for the time being.
Grapevine Aix-les-Bains
Grapevine continues! We had a Garden Party in September to begin the new season;
our monthly meetings are on schedule; much as usual. Conversation evenings, Word games &
our usual festivities. We also took part in the J E P showing our film on The British in Aix at
the local cinema.
Lyon Anglican Church
We have lived through exceptional circumstances these last few months. Despite these
extra-ordinary times there have been moments of celebration, joy and discovery as well as the
challenges of isolation and illness. Never would we have thought that we would be meeting
every weekday for morning prayer, that we would have had a period of time when our only
available contact was via technology or that our ‘simple sharing table' would evolve into a
network of supply and support via delivery to homes. We have found some gaps and seen
some weaknesses in our current set up (not everyone has access/ wants to connect online) but
broadly speaking the church family has not just been weathering the storm but in a sense
rediscovered our need, care and love for one another and in a sense - reset her sails to cope
with the sea-change.
RBL Lyon Liberation Branch report
In September, representatives attended two commemorations where wreaths were laid. We
were pleased to be able to show the flag at both of them as, in these unusual times, the
communes involved had gone to considerable trouble to honour the British fallen. The
Branch has held several three committee meetings by video conference. With this success, we
plan to hold our AGM by similar means, on 24 October
14
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Annex 4 (cont)
RSCDS Lyon Branch
The Covid situation has not made things easy, causing us to cancel our April 2020
international weekend, and our forthcoming international weekend et Saturday worskhops
(November 2020). The April 2021 cruise (sightseeing + dancing) will probably have to go as
well.
Still, we are making the most of our close-knit group of dancers! During lockdown and
all the way to the end of the 2020-21 season, although dancing itself had to be cancelled, we
kept regularly in touch via Zoom and newsletters. The RSCDS also did (and is still doing) a
wonderful job, with online courses accessible throughout the world via Zoom, and a
'newsletter' packed with information about dancing, music and feedback from dancers, along
with music podcasts and quizzes. This human link and collective effort makes such a
difference! You just want to do your own bit to keep the group going.
Since September we have resumed our weekly Friday classes, with adaptations: wearing
masks, dancing outside or (now opening windows), not giving hands for those who wish to
add this extra bit of safety, and making ample use of hydroalcoholic gel. These adjustments
feel like very little compared with the pleasure of dancing to music again and seeing each
other. The near future of these Friday classes will depend on the evolution of the Covid
situation, obviously, but we will see how it goes - and in the meantime, 'keep safe and carry
on'... and we have three newcomers.
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Annex 5
British Community Committee
Regional Report South-West France October 2020

ADMINISTRATION
1.

Cartes de séjour
Postings, commenting and requests for assistance on Facebook about CdeS have
continued to grow and have expanded recently with a large number of new people wanting to
leave the U.K. before 31st December 2020. The new online system was due to go live on the
1st October, but we received news last week that the system launch had been delayed, the
reason given being that the ‘décret’ hadn’t yet been published. The Embassy and RIFT
published this on Facebook and Rodney (Harper) posted it on the BCC FB page.

EVENTS
2A.

Brexit Briefings
Under this heading, as well as under that of the Support Fund, I went down to the Lot et
Garonne to Monbahus (47170), a round trip of nearly 300 km, to the new building of the Old
School on Thursday 17th September to do two presentations about residency in France, one at
2 – 4 p.m. and the second at 6 – 8 p.m. We had a break in between to review the first meeting
and adapt the presentation for the second. It was estimated that the reach of the publicity was
up to 500 people and 120 people attended in all, with other people sending mails, saying they
were unable to attend, but wanted more information. Over 80 mails have been received and
to which I have responded with the Useful Links document, with the continuing request to
“Pass It On!”. We allowed one hour for Questions and Answers in each session and, with
Joel (Bailey) directing the questions, I answered questions on all the elements of residency.
Some of the comments are below:
“My husband, Bob, and I attended the 14.00 meeting in Montauriol and would like to
thank you for the concise and informative session you delivered. We both thought you and
Joel displayed admirable and considerable patience when dealing with the subsequent
questions.” J.J.
“Thank you for chairing the meeting at Monbahus - it was very informative.” K.C.
“Thank you” (Julie) “ and to Claire, for your help. It is very much appreciated.” K.H.
“Thank you for a very useful meeting” A.M.
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Annex 5 (cont)
There have now been eight Brexit Briefings (Périgueux x 3, Bergerac x 2, Beauville and 2 in
Monbahus), we have built up a successful model and this can now be repeated wherever and
whenever it is possible. I am hoping to plan one for Limoges in the early months of next year
– details here. The Useful Links is now a core document for these Briefings, has been
updated and is included regularly with the Diary which, in its last edition, ran into 13 pages.
2B.

BCC Support Fund:
Please see above. Other than from the Old School, there was been no news from the
other recipients. Tony (Banton) has suggested that we ask recipients of the Fund to give us a
progress report a week before each Executive Committee, to permit the Exec. Comm. to
review these reports and prepare a short presentation (or just use the submission if suitable)
for the following Quarterly.	
  	
  Post-meeting note: it was agreed I would write to the
recipients and ask them to send us a progress report by the end of November.

3. Embassy E-Teas:
I was invited to the first E-Tea that the Ambassador did on the 6th May and reported on
this at the June Quarterly Meeting. That event was also attended by other members of the
BCC. On the 7th October, I was again invited to take E-Tea with the Ambassador. This
takes the form of a Zoom meeting with eight people from different backgrounds, different
organisations and it is just an informal chat with the various people who are ‘involved’ with
the British community in France. I talked about the Old School and the Briefings we did on
the 17th September, that this was the 8th Brexit Briefing and about the BCC Useful Links
document, which I sent out to 80 people after that meeting (as noted above). There were
questions about the CdeS online launch, which the Ambassador answered.
Recently, Pam Deegan from the Embassy contacted me and I invited her to lunch, which
was very enjoyable.
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Annex 5 (cont)
DIARY/FACEBOOK/USEFUL LINKS
4A.

Diary
This year, with COVID having affected many events, the last Diary was in March 2020.
I am planning to send the updated Useful Links document to all the members of the BCC and
will also inform them that I would plan to send out a Diary for 2021, so will ask for planned
events for 2021 and beyond.
Facebook
Rodney (Harper) and I regularly put documents on the BCC Facebook page, and have
asked member associations to send posters for their events, which are then put on the BCC FB
page. The Diary is also put on the FB page, as well as other elements of interest to members.
The documents are also stored on the BCC Dropbox folder, thus building up an archive of
documents.

5. Useful Links
At the presentation on the 17th September, I talked about the requirements for French
residency and answered questions. I promoted the Useful Links document and offered to
send it out. I had created a new specific e-mail address for the list and asked people to send a
mail to this address. So far, I have sent nearly 50 copies of the Useful Links to people who
requested it and requested that people forward to other friends and acquaintances. It has been
posted on the BCC FB page, as well as my own. I am confident that the Useful Links
document is a useful promotional tool to increase knowledge of the BCC and would ask the
Exec. Comm. to forward this to others and ask them to transfer onwards.
PEOPLE/CONTACTS:
6. Limoges University
I have continued working during the lockdown with Vincent Lagarde, who is at the School of
Management in Limoges. The next step is to meet local ‘élus’ to talk about the economic
impact of the British population. It is hoped that Christopher (Chantry) will attend the
meeting, at a date to be arranged, and that possibly another Brexit Briefing can be organised
around that visit, as the area is host to a large British population.
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